



	whatAre324: Hi! First, a physical description of myself. When I was younger I was very slim, no matter how much I ate (and I ate a lot XD) now that I'm a bit older, I'm still relatively slim but I have a bit of a belly (need to get back to the gym) and need to look after my food. I have a kind of light skin. I have thick, straight, and short hair. And I have brown eyes.Now about my personality. I have always been cautiously adventurous, and I have always tried putting happiness and fun first, both short term and long term. I have also been a bit shy since I was a kid, but I'm much more open these days. I wasn't a very good student at school, but I think it's because I wasn't very challenged or stimulated by traditional schooling. I ended up being quite good at university and even getting a PhD (and without getting a masters first!).I have also been very athletic and curious, which might explain why I have such varied and wide interests. And when I say interests, I mean that they are more than just casual hobbies. Some of them are: Science and technology, music making, film and TV, football and sports. I would consider myself a very calm person and I'm usually the mediator in conflicts.
	whatAre325: Hello! If what I was told is correct, you are supposed to be 16 by now. Which is funny because as I write this, I have my own twin daughters who are 17, and I can't help but think what message I would want to send them if they were in the same position as you. Let me begin by saying that I wish that you have lived a happy and fun life so far, and that this is only the beginning and you have a lot ahead of you. If anyone had told me at 16 years old that by 38 I would be living in the best city in the world, doing the amazing things I do, I wouldn't have believed them, so I'm sure you can't wait to see where life takes you and what adventures you will have.I know giving you advice in my position is a bit pretentious. I am after all only your donor, and you should listen to (and all the credit goes to) your real parent(s) first and foremost. But if I were to give you any advice, I would like to quote the scientist and educator Neil deGrasse Tyson (I'm a bit of a science geek - among other things): "For me, I am driven by two main philosophies: know more today about the world than I knew yesterday and lessen the suffering of others. You'd be surprised how far that gets you."I wish you all the luck in the world and a very happy, fulfilling, and fun life! And maybe meet you someday so you can tell me your story and I'll tell you mine!


